SMU ACADEMY
Valuation:
A Corporate Perspective
From Strategy to Value Making the Right Decisions

PROFESSIONAL

Overview - SMU Executive Certificate in Valuation for Corporates
Business valuation is a key component of investor activities in the financial markets and plays an important role in the life cycle of a
company. In many instances, it is carried out for purposes relating to matters such as capital raising, mergers, acquisitions, divestitures,
transfer of shares among shareholders, compliance with tax regulations, restructuring activities, etc. Business valuation is also featured
in financial reporting as fair value measurement anchored itself in accounting practice globally. In addition to the above, business
valuation has further gained prominence in the region because of key developments such as the rise in arbitration and litigation
proceedings due to commercial and shareholders’ disputes and the growing importance of intellectual property in businesses. In today’s
increasingly technology centric economy, intellectual property plays a critical role in driving the value of many businesses and helping
companies to grow and expand into regional and global markets.
In this competitive and innovation driven corporate environment, it is imperative for the management, directors and owners of companies
to identify the value drivers of the business, understand their role in the value creation process, determine the value created, and
communicate this value to the relevant stakeholders. Throughout this journey, business valuation plays a critical role and has emerged
as an important skill set and knowledge base for management, directors and owners of companies to acquire in this time and age.
This business valuation programme is designed specifically for the management, directors and owners of companies. It will provide
participants with the conceptual framework, which will include the fundamental principles, basis of valuation, valuation context and an
insight into the valuation landscape, standards adopted internationally and across various jurisdictions. It will also provide participants
with the knowledge of the application of valuation techniques for the conduct of business valuations in relation to transaction and
financial reporting purposes. Through this, the participants will appreciate the impact of strategy and management decisions on the
business value.

Programme Highlights
1. Understand the value creation
process and appreciate how valuation
differs at each stage of the corporate
life cycle.

3. Learn how to assess the value of
businesses and companies by
applying the various valuation
techniques commonly used by
practitioners.

4. Learn how to perform valuations in
various classes of assets & liabilities,
including, plant and equipment,
intangible assets / intellectual
property, real property interests,
development property, financial
instruments and biological assets.

2. Understand business valuation for
transaction purposes and how it
impacts the financials,
post-transaction.

5. Learn how to prepare a credible
valuation report for communication
with relevant stakeholders.

Programme Outline
Part 1:
Business Valuation Essentials and
Techniques for Transactions
Day 1:
- Business valuation landscape
- Fundamental principles & valuation
context
- Value drivers at various stages of the
corporate life cycle
- Bases of value
- Business valuation process and
communication
- Business valuation techniques

Part 2:
Understanding and Valuing the Various
Classes of Assets and Liabilities

Part 3:
Impact of Transactions on Financial
Statements

Day 2:
- Understand the features of the
following:
Plant and equipment
Real property interests
Development property
Biological assets
- Understand the valuation process,
techniques and reporting for the above

Day 4:

Day 3:
- Understand the features of the
following:
Financial instruments (including
debt, derivatives and options)
Intangible assets / intellectual
property
- Understand the valuation process,
techniques and reporting for the above

- Issues and challenges in valuation
- Case study
- End of programme assessment

- Business valuation for financial
reporting
Fair value measurement
Purchase price allocation
Impairment testing
Day 5:

Programme Takeaways
Upon completion of this programme, the participants should have a sound understanding of valuation theory, coupled with practical
skills in business valuation. The main objectives are to develop the ability to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Understand the value creation process in the corporate arena and the transformation from ‘narratives’ to ‘numbers &
dollars’;
Appreciate the significance that valuation play in various stages of the corporate life cycle;
Understand International Valuation Standards (IVS), valuation guidelines, concept of value, principles of valuation, purpose
of valuation and their application to the conduct of valuations;
Understand key valuation definitions, including bases of value, and understand their implications to the valuation outcomes;
Adopt a valuation process undertaken in a transactional/financial reporting environment;
Appreciate the conduct of valuation of the following through application of various approaches and methods commonly used
by practitioners and arrive at an outcome that is theoretically sound and legally defensible in practice:
- Business and Business Interests
- Intangible Assets/Intellectual Property
- Plant and Equipment
- Real Property Interests
- Development Property
- Financial Instruments
- Biological Assets
Identify key issues and challenges faced when performing valuation of companies and businesses at different stages of the
corporate life cycle (i.e. start-ups, growth, mature and declining/distressed);
Appreciate, distinguish and apply discounts and premiums applicable to valuation;
Understand the conduct of valuation for financial reporting purpose; and
Gain practical skills, tools and techniques to prepare credible valuation reports in real life scenarios in line with IVS.

Who Should Attend?
Business owners and executives, merger & acquisition professionals, corporate development professionals, accounting & finance
professionals, and anyone who is interested in understanding valuation of business and business interests, intangible
assets/intellectual property, plant and equipment, real property interests, development property, financial instruments and biological
assets.

What is the Teaching Pedagogy?
A participant-centered teaching pedagogy based on interactive seminar-style approach and supported by relevant case studies and
group breakout sessions. Reading materials (including a valuation text book) will be given to participants of the programme. The
programme will end with an assessment to evaluate your learning and understanding.

Trainers Lineup
Eric Teo is the Chairman of the International
Valuation
Standards
Council
(IVSC)
Membership and Standards Recognition
Board. The IVSC is the global organisation
which produces the International Valuation
Standards (IVS) for the valuation profession.
Eric is also the Founding Chairman of the Council of the Institute
of Valuers and Appraisers of Singapore (IVAS). The IVAS (a
member of IVSC) is an institute set up to advance the business
valuation profession under the auspice of the Singapore
Accountancy Commission. Eric is a Chartered Accountant
(Singapore), Chartered Accountant (Australia and New Zealand),
CPA (Australia), Chartered Valuer and Appraiser, Senior Fellow of
Finsia and Fellow of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors
(RICS).
Eric has over 25 years of professional experience and is a
Business Valuation Pracademic, serving as Consultant to
organisations and as an Adjunct Associate Professor/Faculty at
various universities. This include Nanyang Business School
(Nanyang Technological University), School of Business
(Singapore University of Social Sciences), Design and
Specialised Businesses (Singapore Institute of Technology) and
School of Business and Governance (Murdoch University). He
was an Executive Director with Ernst & Young (EY) Transaction
Advisory Services Group and has worked in both the Singapore
and Australia practices. He was a founding member of EY Global
Valuation & Business Modelling (VBM) Network’s Technical
Standards Group (TSG), has served in the Steering Committee
and led the EY Asia Pacific VBM TSG from 2012 to 2015. He was
also a member of the EY Global VBM Learning & Development
committee and was involved in the development of learning
curriculum and training materials for the global valuation
practice. His experience includes providing advice in relation to
corporate strategy, investments and divestitures, fairness
opinions and business valuation. He has led in transactions
relating to litigation support, tax planning, restructuring and
compliance, capital raising, mergers and acquisitions,
shareholder disputes and financial reporting. Eric has worked
with companies from various industries and his clients include
SMEs, GLCs, MNCs and public listed groups.

Jason Doan is a Chartered Valuer and Appraiser
(CVA) and has participated in the development
of materials and teaching for the CVA
programme. Jason is also a Chartered
Accountant (Singapore), ISCA Financial
Forensic Professional (FFP) and Fellow of the
Singapore Institute of Arbitrators (FSIArb).
Jason has over 17 years of professional experience with a Big 4
accounting firm and a regional law firm and has been involved in
various assurances, financial advisory and business valuation
engagements. Jason has led in transactions relating to business
strategy, shareholder disputes and litigation support, tax planning
and statutory compliance, restructuring, capital raising, mergers
and acquisitions and financial reporting.
He has experience in the valuation of intangible assets,
companies, equity interests, biological assets and options. Jason
has worked with companies from various industries in the US,
Singapore and in the region. His clients include SMEs, GLCs,
MNCs, public listed groups and government agencies.
Other trainers will join for various parts of the programme, where
applicable.

Customised Programme
This programme may be organised as a customised offering
tailored to your organisational needs.

Learning Journey
After the completion of this programme, executives may follow up
with the following programmes:
Recommended Programmes

Valuation: A
Corporate
Perspective

Stategic IP Management for
Business

Programme Fee

Enterprise Risk Management

Masterclass on
Driving Digital
Transformation
Managing Change
in the Digital Age

Full Fee: S$5,350 per participant (including GST)
After 70% subsidy: S$1,605
(Singapore Citizens < 40 years old and PR)
After 90% subsidy: S$605
(Singapore Citizens > 40 years old)
You may further utilise your Skillsfuture Credit of S$500 to
defray the nett fee of the programme.

Registration
For more information or to register, please scan the QR code
below.

Contact
Ms Elicia Chia
Assistant Manager
Telephone: +65-6828 1943
Mr Cary Chan
Deputy Director, Business Development
Telephone: +65-6808 7908
Email: bm_smua@smu.edu.sg
Web: academy.smu.edu.sg

